We consider the following constraint satisfaction problem: Given a set F of subsets of a finite set S of cardinality n, and an assignment of intervals of the discrete set {1, . . . , n} to each of the subsets, does there exist a bijection f : S → {1, . . . , n} such that for each element of F, its image under f is same as the interval assigned to it. An interval assignment to a given set of subsets is called feasible if there exists such a bijection. In this paper, we characterize feasible interval assignments to a given set of subsets. We then use this result to characterize matrices with the Consecutive Ones Property (COP), and to characterize matrices for which there is a permutation of the rows such that the columns are all sorted in ascending order. We also present a characterization of set systems which have a feasible interval assignment.
Introduction
The COP is an interesting and fundamental combinatorial property of binary matrices. The COP appears in many applications; data retrieval, DNA physical mapping, sequence assembly, interval graph recognition, and recognizing Hamiltonian cubic graphs. Testing if a given graph is an interval graph, and testing if a given cubic graph is Hamiltonian are applications of algorithms for testing if a given 0-1 matrix has COP. The maximal clique-vertex incidence matrix is tested for COP to check if a given graph is an interval graph [5] . Similarly, from [12] a cubic graph is Hamiltonian if and only if the matrix A + I has a permutation of rows that leaves at most two blocks of consecutive ones in each column. A is the adjacency matrix of the given graph and I is the identity matrix. Testing if a matrix has COP is also applied for constructing physical maps by hybridization (see [9] ), and testing if a database has the consecutive retrieval property (see [4] ). To ask for a permutation of the rows such that each column is sorted is a natural extension of the COP. For 0-1 matrices this question is studied as the concept of 1-drop matrices in [2] . Previous work. The first mention of COP, according to D.G. Kendall [8] , was made by Petrie, an archaeologist, in 1899. Some heuristics were proposed for testing the COP in [11] before the work of Fulkerson and Gross [3] who presented the first polynomial time algorithm. Subsequently Tucker [13] presented a characterization of matrices with the COP based on certain forbidden matrix configurations. Booth and Lueker [1] proposed the first linear time algorithm for the problem using a powerful data structure called the PQ-Tree. This data structure exists if and only if the given matrix has the COP. Hsu [7] presented another linear time algorithm for testing COP without using PQ-trees. More recently in 2001, he introduced [6] a new data structure called PC tree as a generalization of PQ-Tree. This was used to test if a binary matrix has the CiRcular Ones Property (CROP). Another generalization of the PQ-tree is the PQR-tree introduced by Meidanis and Munuera [10] . This generalization was a nice extension of the approach of Booth and Leuker so that PQR-trees are defined even for matrices that do not possess the COP. Further, for matrices that do not have the COP, the PQR-tree points out specific subcollections of columns responsible for the absence of the COP [9] . In 2003, an almost linear time algorithm has been proposed [9] to construct a PQR-tree.
Our work. Our motivation in this work was to understand the Consecutive Ones Testing (COT) algorithm due to [7] and to extend it to finding a permutation of the rows of matrix such that the columns are all sorted. Clearly, to sort just one column, we can easily identify a family of row permutations that achieves the sorting. So for each column in a given matrix we can associate a set of sorting permutations. The question now is whether the intersection of these sets, one per column, is empty or not? In this paper we identify a natural succinct representation of the sorting permutations of a column. This leads to the question that we pose in the abstract: Given an interval assignment to a set system, is it feasible? We then present a necessary and sufficient condition for an interval assignment to be feasible. In particular, we show that an interval assignment to a set system is feasible if and only if it preserves the cardinality of the intersection of every pair of sets. While a feasible interval assignment must necessarily satisfy this property, to our surprise we do not find this characterization in the literature, definitely not explicitly to the best of our knowledge. We use this characterization to characterize matrices with the COP, and characterize matrices whose columns can be sorted by a row permutation. We also show a necessary and sufficient condition for a feasible interval assignment to exist. Our proofs are all constructive and can be easily converted into algorithms that run in polynomial time in the input size. An important consequence of this work is what we view as the modularization of COT algorithm due to Hsu [7] . Two essential modules in the COT algorithm are to find a feasible interval assignment for the columns of a 0-1 matrix, and then to find a permutation that is witness to the feasibility of the interval assignment. Our study in this paper can also be seen as a different angle of study, and yet along the line of work initiated by Meidanis et al. [10, 9] . In their work, they study the set system associated with the columns of the matrix. In particular their results find a closure of the set system which also has the COP if the given set system has the COP. In this paper, we take another natural approach to study the set system associated with the columns of the matrix. We consider the set of row permutations that yield consecutive ones in the columns of a matrix. We then ask how this set gets pruned when a new column is added to the matrix. In the process of answering this question, we use the decomposition of the given matrix into prime matrices as done in [7] . Our work also opens up natural generalizations of the COP. For example, given a matrix is there a permutation of the rows such that in each column the rows are partitioned into at most two sorted sets of consecutive rows?. This would be an interesting way to classify matrices, and the combinatorics of this seems very interesting and nontrivial. This would also be a natural combinatorial generalization of the k-drop property for 0-1 matrices which is studied in [2] and references therein.
Roadmap. In Section 2.2 we present a characterization of feasible interval assignments, and its consequence to COT. The main part of this section is the algorithm to find a permutation that realizes a given interval assignment. Following this in Section 3 we state our characterization of set systems that have a feasible interval assignment.
Characterization of feasible interval assignments
In this paper {A 1 , . . . , A m } is a set of subsets of {1, . . . , n}.
. . , n}, and elements of B i are consecutive}. In our presentation, B i is used to denote the interval assigned to A i , 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Further, an interval here is a set of consecutive integers from the set {1, . . . , n}. An Intersection Cardinality Preserving Interval Assignment (ICPIA) to {A 1 , . . . , A m } is a set of ordered pairs {(
and for every two sets
We also use the ordered pair (P, Q ) to denote the assignment of interval Q to the set P. Since in each ordered pair (P, Q ), |P| = |Q |, we also use (P, Q ) to represent all permutations of {1, . . . , n} such that the set P is mapped to the interval Q . An interval assignment {(A i , B i )|1 ≤ i ≤ m} is defined to be feasible if there is a permutation of {1, . . . , n} such that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the image of A i under the permutation is the interval B i . Two intervals are said to be strictly intersecting if their intersection is non-empty and neither is contained in the other.
Theorem 1. If an interval assignment
Consequently, the interval assignment is an ICPIA. Hence our claim.
Feasible permutations from an ICPIA
We now show that given an ICPIA {(
Without loss of generality, we assume that the ordered pairs in the ICPIA are indexed according to the order obtained by sorting the left end point of the intervals B i in the ICPIA, and ties are broken by sorting in ascending order of right end points. In other words, the interval B 1 has the smallest left end point among all intervals and the interval B m has the largest left end point.
Before we outline the algorithm for constructing a feasible permutation from the ICPIA, we prove the following two crucial lemmas.
Proof. If for any two intervals the intersections are empty, then the corresponding sets have empty intersection, and therefore, it follows that the intersection of the 3 intervals is empty, and so is the intersection of the 3 sets. The claim is true in this case. Therefore, we consider the case when the pairwise intersection of the intervals is non-empty. By the Helly Property, if a set of intervals are such that the pairwise intersection is non-empty, then the intersection of all the intervals in the set is also non-empty. Further, it is also clear that if three intervals have a non-empty intersection, then one of the intervals is contained in the union of the other two. Without loss of generality, let
We next prove that 
Hence the proof. (A 1 , B 1 ), (A 2 , B 2 ), (A 3 , B 3 ) be elements of an ICPIA. Then, |(
Corollary 1. Let
Hence the corollary.
Algorithm 1 Permutations from an
while There is (P 1 , Q 1 ), (P 2 , Q 2 ) ∈ Π j−1 with Q 1 and Q 2 strictly intersecting do
We now prove a set of invariants which are used to show that for each j, in the jth iteration of Algorithm 1, Π j represents the set {σ : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n}|σ is a permutation, and σ (P) = Q , for each (P,Q) ∈ Π j }. • Invariant II: |P| = |Q | for each (P, Q ) ∈ Π j .
• Invariant III: For any two (P , Q ), (P , Q ) ∈ Π j , |P ∩ P | = |Q ∩ Q |. Proof. The proof of the lemma is by induction on j, which is the number of times the while loop has executed. For j = 0, by definition, Π 0 = {(A i , B i )|1 ≤ i ≤ m}. All the invariants hold because we are dealing with an ICPIA. Therefore the base case is proved. Let us assume that the lemma holds for j − 1. We now show that the lemma holds for j. First, invariant I holds due to the following reason: If (P, Q ) ∈ Π j and Π j−1 , then by the induction hypothesis Q is an interval, |P| = |Q |, and invariant II also holds. If (P, Q ) ∈ Π j , but not in Π j−1 , then it means that (P, Q ) is one of the following three pairs for some (P 1 , Q 1 ), (P 2 , Q 2 ) ∈ Π j−1 such that Q 1 and Q 2 are strictly intersecting:
By invariant III of the induction hypothesis, it follows that |P| = |Q |. Since the Q 1 and Q 2 are strictly intersecting, it follows that Q is an interval. To prove invariant III, let us consider a pair (P , Q ), (P , Q ) ∈ Π j . If both are in Π j−1 , then invariant III holds. If one of them is not in Π j−1 , then it is one of the following three pairs for some (P 1 , Q 1 ), (P 2 , Q 2 ) ∈ Π j−1 where Q 1 and Q 2 are strictly intersecting:
. Now applying Lemma 1 and Corollary 1, it follows that in this case too for each pair (P , Q ), (P , Q ) ∈ Π j , |P ∩ P | = |Q ∩ Q |. Therefore the induction hypothesis is proved. Hence the lemma. Clearly, from the algorithm, for any two (P 1 , Q 1 ), (P 2 , Q 2 ) ∈ Π, either Q 1 and Q 2 are disjoint, or one is contained in the other. In other words, they cannot be strictly intersecting. So to further refine Π, we consider the following tree, which can be called a containment tree. The nodes of this tree represent (P, Q ) ∈ Π. Let (P 1 , Q 1 ) and (P 2 , Q 2 ) be the elements of Π associated with two nodes. There is an edge from the node corresponding to (P 1 , Q 1 ) to the node corresponding to (P 2 , Q 2 ) if and only if Q 1 is the smallest interval that contains Q 2 , among all the ordered pairs in Π. The root of the tree is the pair (A 0 , B 0 ) . Since the Q i s are intervals, this data structure is a tree which we denote by T . We now refine Π as outlined in Algorithm 2 using the function call Post-Order-Traversal (T , (A 0 , B 0 ), Π). Let the resulting set be Π end which is a set of ordered pairs (P i , Q i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m where m ≥ m is a finite number. In an ordered pair (P i , Q i ) ∈ Π end , Q i is not necessarily an interval. However, for any two (P 1 , Q 1 ), (P 2 , Q 2 ) ∈ Π end , |P 1 ∩ P 2 | = |Q 1 ∩ Q 2 | = 0, and |P i | = |Q i |. The other property is that for j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ m the image of A j remains B j . The reason is that each (A j , B j ) is only broken into smaller sets in both Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. Therefore, any permutation that maps P i to Q i for each (P i , Q i ) ∈ Π end satisfies all the constraints specified by the ICPIA {(A i , B i )|1 ≤ i ≤ m}. Hence, Π end represents a family of permutations such that for each permutation σ , σ ( if (root-node is a leaf) then return end if while (root-node has unexplored children) do next-root-node = an-unexplored-child-of-root-node Post-Order-Traversal(T,next-root-node,Π ) end while if (root-node has no unexplored children) then Let (P, Q ) denote the element of Π associated with root-node Let (P 1 , Q 1 ) . . . (P k , Q k ) be the pairs associated with the children of root-node We now use this result to characterize matrices whose rows can be rearranged to obtain desired interval-properties on the columns. The basic idea is to associate a set system with each column based on the desired property, and then test if the resulting problem instance has an ICPIA.
Characterizing matrices with the COP

Definition and Notation:
An m × n matrix M with 0-1 entries is said to have the consecutive ones property (COP) if there is a permutation of the rows such that in the resulting matrix the ones occur consecutively in each column. Such a permutation is said to leave consecutive ones in the columns. Our characterization of matrices with the COP provides a new analysis of a recent Consecutive Ones Testing algorithm [7] . For each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, let A i = {p|M pi = 1} Let r i = |A i | denote the number of ones in the ith column. Let B i = {l, l + 1, . . . , l + r i − 1} denote an interval assigned to the ith column, where 1 ≤ l ≤ n.
The following theorem holds as an application of the results obtained in the previous section in a more general setting.
Theorem 3. A 0-1 matrix M has the COP if and only if there exists an
The problem of finding a permutation of the rows of a matrix such that each column is sorted in ascending order can be solved by creating a natural interval assignment the same lines as outlined for testing the COP. For sorting the columns the interval assignment is straightforward: in each column, the index of each row containing a 0 must be mapped to a number smaller than the image of the index of any row containing a 1.
Structural characterization of matrices with an ICPIA
In this section we address the question of whether a given set system {A i ⊆ {1, . . . , n}|1 ≤ i ≤ m} has an ICPIA. Quite naturally we view the given set system as an n × m binary matrix M. In M, the jth column corresponds to the set A j and M ij = 1 if and only if i ∈ A j , otherwise M ij = 0. Note that the columns of M are distinct. In the rest of this section, we say that a matrix M has an ICPIA if there is an ICPIA {(A i , B i )|1 ≤ i ≤ m} where A i = {p|M pi = 1}. We also refer to the jth column of M as the set A j . The word set is used to refer to the set associated with a column, and any other meaning is explicitly clarified. We recall the notion of matrix decomposition introduced in [7] . From the definition of a prime sub-matrix and the definition of it follows that supp(X r ) ∩ supp(X s ) = φ for each 1 ≤ r = s ≤ l. Therefore, to complete our construction, we identify an interval I(X k ), 1 ≤ k ≤ l, and then prove our claim for a generic set in the partition.
Clearly, I(X k ) is the interval which will contain the intervals assigned to the columns in the matrix formed by the prime sub-matrices in X k . We next prove the claim for a generic set,
is contained in at least one set in M (r−1)k . Therefore, it follows that supp(X k ) = supp(M 1k ). For the construction, we associate an interval with each prime sub-matrix in X k . For j k ≥ r ≥ 2, Let C rk denote the set of intervals assigned to those sets of M (r−1)k which contain supp(M rk ). We define I(M rk ) = I∈C rk I. The interval associated with M 1k is I(M 1k ) = [l(X k ), l(X k ) + |supp(M 1k )| − 1]. For 1 ≤ r ≤ j k , let us consider the interval I obtained by taking the union of intervals in an ICPIA associated with M rk ; we have this by the hypothesis. We know that |I | = |supp(M rk )| since I is the set of intervals obtained from an ICPIA assigned to the sets in M rk . Further, for each r, 1 ≤ r ≤ j k , |supp(M rk )| ≤ |I(M rk )|. Therefore, |I | ≤ |I(M rk )|. To complete the construction, we order the elements of I from the smallest point to the largest point, and map the ith rank element of I to the ith rank element of I(M rk ). Clearly, this bijection takes each interval in the ICPIA given by the hypothesis and yields an ICPIA that is completely contained in I(M rk ). This construction yields an ICPIA for the prime sub-matrices of X k such that each interval in this assignment is contained in I(X k ). Consequently, this yields an ICPIA for M. Hence the reverse direction is proved, and consequently the lemma is proved.
An algorithm for finding an ICPIA
Here we show that it is possible to find an ICPIA to the columns of a given binary matrix M in polynomial time, provided there is one. Algorithm 3 is based on the structural characterization described above in this section and algorithm 4. In matrices whose rows can be permuted so that each column is sorted. Finally, we have also presented an algorithm to test if a set system has an ICPIA using approaches developed by [7] .
